Charged pions probing strong CP violation in
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We propose a novel probe for the strong CP violation: the charged-pion form factor could pick up
the remnant of the CP violation in the chiral-imbalance medium, which can be produced in heavy
ion collisions. Such a charged-pion profile could be observed by the parity violation of direct
photon detection measurements at heavy ion collision experiments.
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1. Introduction

2. Short review of the chiral-imbalance medium with chiral chemical potential
In this section, we briefly review the chiral imbalance medium characterized in the presence
of the chiral chemical potential µ5 . It is associated to the appearance of local fluctuations of the
topological charge, and we can then interpret its fluctuation as the difference between the number
of right-handed and left-handed quarks.
In heavy ion collision experiments, the fireball is created at the time scale τfireball of O(1−10)
fm after the collision [13]. In the fireball bulk, it is supposed that the QCD θ vacuum has the
position-space time dependence, which can be rephrased by the position-space time dependence
of the θ parameter, i.e., θ = θ (x) (for more on this, see [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]). The QCD θ term then
2
∫
looks like bulk d 4 x θ (x) · 32gπs 2 ε µνρσ tr[Gµν Gρσ ], where the symbol “bulk" denotes the volume of
the fireball bulk and Gµν is the gluon-field strength, Gµν = ∂µ Gν − ∂ν Gµ − igs [Gµ , Gν ] with the
QCD gauge coupling gs . One should recall that the θ term is related to the axial-anomaly form
g2 N
for the isosinglet axial current j5,µ , ∂ µ j5,µ = ∑ f 2m f q̄ f iγ5 q f − 16s π 2f ε µνρσ tr[Gµν Gρσ ] , where q f
denotes the quark field, m f the quark mass, N f the number of the quark flavors. Using this anomaly
equation, one finds that the QCD θ term goes like
(
)
∫
∂µ θ (x)
µ
4
d x
· j5 (x) + · · · ,
(2.1)
2N
bulk
f
("· · ·" include the form θ ·m f times pseudoscalar density and the surface terms) Looking at Eq.(2.1),
one may identify the quantity in the bracket as the source field (Aµ0 (x)) for the isosinglet axialvector
(
)
∂µ θ (x)
µ
= Aµ0 (x) . To relate to the chiral chemical potential we
current j5 (x) [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]:
2N f
shall assume that the θ (x) in the fireball bulk fluctuates only in time with the constant velocity,
namely, θ (t,⃗x) = θ (t) with d θ (t)/dt = constant [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. In that case the axialvector
source Aµ0 acts as if as a chemical potential, which is called the chiral chemical potential µ5 [9]:
Aµ0 = (µ5 ,⃗0)T . The hot QCD bulk, characterized by this µ5 , would be like a medium, that is what
we call the chiral-imbalance medium.
1
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QCD has topologically non-trivial gauge field configurations characterized by the winding
number. The configurations break the CP symmetry (strong CP violation). Placing the QCD in
hot and/or dense environments would be an intriguing proposal to access the strong CP detection,
because of the presence of the thermally excited-topologically nontrivial gauge configuration (socalled the sphaleron [1, 2]), which would make the lifetime of the CP-violating local domain long
enough to be measured [3, 4, 5, 6]. Heavy-ion collision experiments might form such metastable
domains where P- and CP-symmetries are locally violated, as has so far been addressed in the
literature, say, [7, 8, 9] and [10, 11].
In this presentation, we propose a novel possibility to observe the strong CP violation in the
chiral-imbalance medium. It is the charged-pion profile coupled to the electromagnetic field in
the chiral-imbalance medium, which can be realized in heavy ion collision experiments. Such a
charged-pion profile could be seen through the parity violation of direct photon detection measurements with the charged pion at heavy ion collision experiments. This work is based on the
paper [12].
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3. Charged pion form factor with µ5
In the presence of the chiral chemical potential µ5 , the parity symmetry as well as the Lorentz
symmetry are broken to the three-dimensional SO(3) symmetry. In that case, the general expression
for the form factors of the charged pion coupled to the background photon field Aµ with the transfer
momentum q is written as
µ

µ

⟨π + (p′ = q + p)|J µ (0)|π + (p)⟩ = e F1 · (p0 + p′0 )δ0 + e F2 · (pi + p′i )δi
µ

+e F3 · (qi )δi + ie F4 · ε 0µνρ pν p′ρ ,

(3.1)

∫

fπ2
(3.2)
tr[Dµ U † Dµ U] + SWZW ,
4
where fπ is the pion decay constant, U denotes the chiral field parameterizing the pion fields as
U = exp(∑3a=1 2iπ a (σ a /2)/ fπ ) with σ a being the Pauli matrices. The covariant derivative acting
on U is defined as Dµ U = ∂µ U − iLµ U + iURµ with the external gauge fields Lµ and Rµ . The
photon field and the chiral chemical potential µ5 are then introduced as a part of the external vector
and axialvector gauge fields (Vµ , Aµ ) as Vµ = 12 (Rµ + Lµ ) = eQem Aµ , Aµ = 12 (Rµ − Lµ ) =
µ5 δµ 0 · 12×2 , where the electromagnetic charge matrix is defined as Qem = σ3 /2 + 12×2 /6. In
Eq.(3.2), the second term is the WZW term including the following interactions between the pion
and external gauge fields:
∫
[
Nc
4
µνρσ
SWZW = i
d
x
ε
tr
{∂µ Lν , Lρ }(∂σ U)U † + {∂µ Rν , Rρ }U † ∂σ U − ∂µ Lν ∂ρ URσ U †
48π 2
+∂µ Rν ∂ρ U † Lσ U − Rµ U † Lν (∂ρ U)U † ∂σ U +U † Lµ URν U † (∂ρ U)U † (∂σ U)
]
1
1
(3.3)
− Lµ (∂ν U)U † Lρ (∂σ U)U † + Rµ (∂ν U)U † Rρ (∂σ U)U † + · · · ,
2
2
with the number of colors Nc = 3. We extract the interactions of the charged pion coupled to the
electromagnetic field in the chiral-imbalance medium to get
ieµ5 Nc
Dµ π + Dµ π − + 2 2 ε 0νρσ ∂ν π + ∂ρ π − Aσ ,
(3.4)
6π fπ
S=

d4x

where Dµ π ± = (∂µ ∓ ieAµ )π ± . Obviously, the second term breaks the parity. From Eq.(3.4) we
read off the electromagnetic form factors corresponding to the general expressions in Eq.(3.1):
µ5 Nc
F1 = F2 = 1, F3 = 0, F4 = 2 2 .
(3.5)
6π fπ
2
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where J µ is the electromagnetic current including nonminimal forms, e the electromagnetic coupling and Fi=1,2,3,4 = Fi=1,2,3,4 (q0 , p0 , |⃗q|, |⃗p|) denote the form factors. In terms of the effective
action, the first term and second term correspond to the coefficients of the π + − π − − γ interactions like A0 j0 and ⃗A · ⃗j, respectively, where j µ is the pion electromagnetic current of the minimal
coupling form: jµ = ie(∂µ π + · π − − ∂µ π − · π + ). By imposing the Ward-Takahashi identity for
the electromagnetic gauge invariance, the third term can be written as linear combination of the
other form factors. The fourth term F4 is the one that will be induced in the presence of µ5 in the
chiral-imbalance medium.
To see the explicit form of the F4 -form factor in the chiral-imbalance medium,we employ the
chiral Lagrangian based on the coset space G/H = [U(2)L ×U(2)R ]/U(2)V and the Wess-ZuminoWitten (WZW) term [14]:
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The result on F1 = 1 in Eq.(3.5) just tells us that the pion electromagnetic charge is correctly
normalized, which just reflects the electromagnetic gauge invariance, while the normalization for
F2 = 1 has happened by accident. It is interesting to note that, although the pion is the spin 0
particle, the nonzero F4 term looks like the anomalous magnetic moment of the charged pion.

4. Phenomenological consequence

Aµ5 ≡

N+ − N−
=O
N+ + N−

(

µ5 |pπ |Nc
6π 2 fπ2

)

= O(10−1 ) ×

(

µ5 )
,
200 MeV

(4.1)

where |pπ |, the size of the pion momentum was taken to be O(100 MeV). Expected backgrounds
for this parity violating event would be dominated by the electroweak interaction process. At the
Bkgd
leading order of electroweak perturbation, this roughly yields AEW = O(Nc /(4π )2 (GF fπ )2 ) =
O(10−9 ), where GF is the Fermi constant ≃ (290 GeV)−2 . If the size of the scale µ5 would be on
the order of ΛQCD , the parity breaking effect in Eq.(4.1) would give the distinct signal.

5. Summary
We have propounded a new probe for measuring the strong CP violation. It is the chargedpion form factor that could pick up the remnant of the CP violation in the chiral-imbalance medium,
which can be produced in heavy ion collisions. Our proposal presented here could be tested, for
instance, through the parity violation of direct photon detection measurements along with charged
pions in heavy ion collision experiments with high statistics.
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